SENATE BILL S21-03
SENATE MEETING MARCH 29, 2021

TITLE: Reallocation of $160.00 from the FY21 Spring Social to FY21 Wellness Week

WHEREAS: The GPSS is not hosting a formal spring social event due to the ongoing COVID-19 Pandemic,

WHEREAS: We are hosting a spring Wellness Week that does not have any funding allocated to it for this year, but is asking to host a custom fitness class through Rec Services, and provide an honorarium to a speaker,

ENACTED: That $60.00 be reallocated from the FY21 Spring Social budget to Wellness Week for the hosting of a custom fitness class.

ENACTED: That $100.00 be reallocated from the FY21 Spring Social budget to Wellness Week for the honorarium of a speaker.

Sponsors: Abigail Boyd; Rachel Sorensen
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